Abstract. The use of convex optimization for the recovery of sparse signals from incomplete or compressed data is now common practice. Motivated by the success of basis pursuit in recovering sparse vectors, new formulations have been proposed that take advantage of different types of sparsity. In this paper we propose an efficient algorithm for solving a general class of sparsifying formulations. For several common types of sparsity we provide applications, along with details on how to apply the algorithm, and experimental results.
Introduction.
Many signal-and image-processing applications aim to approximate an object as a superposition of only a few elementary atoms from a basis or dictionary. Although the problem of finding the smallest subset of atoms that gives the "best" representation is generally intractable [48] , relaxations that involve convex optimization often perform remarkably well, and can, under certain conditions [16, 24, 25] , recover the sparsest solution. However, the resulting optimization problems are typically large scale and involve nonsmooth objective functions. This paper offers an algorithmic framework for solving a class of optimization problems that has wide applicability to the reconstruction of signals and images with sparse representations.
Compressed sensing [12, 23] is a particular application of sparse approximation. In this case, a signal y is measured by applying an m-by-n linear operator M , typically with m n; this yields the compressed observation b := M y. Direct reconstruction of y from b is generally impossible because, faced with an underdetermined linear system, there are infinitely many solutions. This situation changes when we know that y has a sparse representation x in terms of a basis B. By finding a solution x such that (1.1) Ax ≈ b with x sparse, where A := M B, we can then reconstruct y as y := Bx. The compressed sensing concept has been successfully applied in areas ranging from magnetic resonance imaging [42] to seismic data interpolation [38] and led to the development of specialized optimization algorithms; see, e.g., [5, 32, 35, 40] .
Several extensions to (1.1) lead to other interesting applications. For example, in applications where multiple measurements of a signal are possible (such as measurements over time or over various channels), we wish to find a set of solutions such that ( in other words, a set of solutions with a shared sparsity pattern is required. In the problem of rank minimization, rank is analogous to sparsity, and in that case we seek a matrix X such that (1.3) AX ≈ b with X low rank;
here, A : R n1×n2 → R m is a linear operator.
Convex relaxations.
Each of these sparse recovery problems has a convex optimization relaxation. The basis pursuit denoising approach [21] for (1.1) balances the 2-norm of the residual against the 1-norm of the solution, and solves the problem (1.4) minimize
where σ is a measure of the noise level; setting σ = 0 yields the basis pursuit problem.
One of the most promising approaches for (1.2) is based on solving the sum-ofnorms formulation (1.5) minimize
where the mixed p, q-norm is defined as
, with X i denoting the ith row of X, and · q the conventional q-norm [6, 30, 60] . The more general group-sparsity problem can be similarly formulated [30, 56] . The rank-minimization problem (1.3) can be approached via
where X n is the nuclear norm of X, defined by the sum of singular values [31, 51] .
Approach.
The problems of interest in this paper can all be expressed as
where κ is convex. We are particularly interested in nonsmooth functions κ that promote sparsity, and we assume throughout that κ is a gauge function-i.e., a convex, nonnegative, positively homogeneous function such that κ(0) = 0 [52, section 15] . This class of functions, which includes norms, subsumes the formulations described in section 1.1 and is sufficiently general to accommodate other problems of practical interest. Functions more general than gauges do not fit into our theoretical framework; this limitation is discussed further in section 2.3.
The applications and implementations that we discuss revolve around the 2-norm of the misfit Ax−b 2 , which is the case that most often arises in practice; however, our theoretical development allows for more general measures of misfit; see [3, Chapter 5] .
A variation of (P σ ) that swaps the role of κ and the norm of the misfit is given by 
[Newton update; see section 3]
and plays an essential role in our approach. The function φ(τ ) gives the optimal objective value as a function of the parameter τ . Problems (P σ ) and (L τ ) are equivalent in the sense that if there exists a solution x * of (P σ ) for a given σ, then there exists a corresponding τ := κ(x * ) that causes x * to also be a solution of (L τ ); a symmetric relation holds for σ := Ax * − b 2 . Thus, φ(τ ) gives the best possible trade-off between τ and σ, and its graph defines the Pareto curve. When κ(x) = x 1 , (L τ ) is known as the Lasso problem [58] .
Our approach to solving (P σ ) for a given σ is based on iteratively refining an estimate of the smallest parameter τ σ that satisfies the nonlinear equation (1.8) φ(τ ) = σ;
this procedure requires computing successively more accurate solutions of (L τ ). When φ is differentiable-in section 2 we give conditions under which this holds-we can apply Newton's method to obtain a root of (1.8); Algorithm 1 provides a sketch of the overall approach. The effectiveness of this approach hinges on efficiently solving (L τ ), efficiently evaluating the derivative φ (τ ), and stability under approximations of φ(τ ) and φ (τ ).
Related work.
The root-finding framework for the particular case where κ(x) = x 1 was first described in [5] and implemented in the SPGL1 [4] software package. The success of the SPGL1 package in practice-see, e.g., [19, 36, 37, 39, 46, 62, 64] -motivates us to provide a unified algorithm that applies to a wider class of problems, including sign-restricted basis pursuit denoise, sum-of-norms, and matrix completion problems.
The optimization problems that we discuss can all be formulated as second-order cone or semidefinite programs and solved by interior-point implementations such as SeDuMi [57] or SDPT3 [61] . However, these solvers depend on explicit matrix representations of A and cannot benefit from the fast implicit operators that typically arise in sparse-approximation applications. Other solvers for general sparse-approximation problems either apply to the Lagrangian version of the problems that we consider (e.g., SpaRSA [63] ) or make restrictive assumptions on A (e.g., NESTA [2] ).
Outline.
In section 2 we give conditions under which the Pareto curve is differentiable, and in section 3 we describe practical aspects of the algorithm required for efficient implementation, including inexact subproblem solves. Section 4 describes two solvers for the subproblem (L τ ) which depend on the orthogonal projection of iterates onto the feasible set κ(x) ≤ τ . In the remaining four sections we develop the tools required for solving various incarnations of (P σ ), including weighted basis pursuit denoise (section 5), sum-of-norms (section 6), nonnegative basis pursuit (section 7), matrix completion (section 8), and sparse/low-rank matrix decomposition (section 9). 
Formulation

Corresponding objective Section
Basis pursuit (weighted)
Nonnegative basis pursuit
Each section contains concrete applications of each of these problems and the results of numerical experiments. For an overview of the different formulations, see Table 1 .1.
Reproducible research.
Following the discipline of reproducible research, the source code and data files required to reproduce all of the experimental results of this paper, including the figures and tables, and an extensive appendix of additional numerical experiments, can be downloaded from http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~mpf/ 10vdBergFriedlander.
The Pareto curve.
We prove differentiability of the Pareto curve using two results. The first result [52, Theorem 25.1] states that a convex function is differentiable at a point x if and only if the subgradient at that point is unique; naturally, the gradient at x is then given by the unique subgradient. The second result [9, Propositions 6.1.2b, 6.5.8a] asserts that for a convex program of the form (L τ ), λ is a Lagrange multiplier if and only if −λ ∈ ∂φ(τ ), provided that φ(τ ) is finite, which is clearly the case. The key is then to derive an expression for the Lagrange multiplier and establish its uniqueness. In the following sections we derive the required dual problem and subsequently prove convexity and differentiability of φ.
The dual subproblem.
The polar of κ, defined by
plays an important role in defining the derivative of φ. It is itself a gauge function [52, Theorem 15.1] . If κ is a norm, the polar reduces to the dual norm. The following lemma gives the dual of the subproblem (L τ ).
Strong duality holds and the optimal duality gap is zero. Proof. Rewrite (L τ ) in terms of x and an explicit residual term r:
The dual to this equivalent problem is given by
where y ∈ R m and λ ∈ R are dual variables, and q is the Lagrange dual function By separability of the infimum over x and r we can rewrite q in terms of two separate suprema, giving
We recognize the first supremum as the conjugate function of · 2 , and the second supremum as the conjugate function of λκ(x). Because κ is a gauge function, its conjugate can be conveniently expressed as
It follows from substitution of (2.6) in (2.5) that the dual of (L τ ) is given by (2.2). The constraint λ ≥ 0 in (2.4) is implied by the nonnegativity of κ • . Strong duality follows from the satisfaction of Slater's condition: the dual formulation always has the strictly feasible point y = 0 and λ = 1.
Convexity and differentiability.
Expressions for the optimal dual pair (y, λ) can be computed from the optimal primal solution. To derive y, note from (2.6) that
Therefore, y = r/ r 2 . (The case with r = 0 is avoided in the theorem that follows.) To derive the optimal λ, note that as long as τ > 0, λ must be at its lower bound κ
, for otherwise we can increase the objective. Consequently,
where the last equality follows from positive homogeneity of κ • . The following theorem describes the behavior of the Pareto curve over the interval on which it is decreasing. The quantity (b) For all τ ∈ (0,τ ), φ is continuously differentiable and
where r τ := b − Ax τ , and x τ is the optimal primal solution of (L τ ). Proof. (a) The fact that φ(τ ) is nonincreasing follows directly from the observation that the feasible set enlarges as τ increases. From strong duality we can equivalently define φ(τ ) as the optimal objective of (2.2) as a function of τ . Convexity of φ(τ ) then follows from the fact that (2.2) is the pointwise supremum of a family of functions that are convex in τ .
(b) Recall that differentiability of φ(τ ) corresponds to uniqueness of λ. This follows immediately from (2.7) combined with the uniqueness of the optimal r τ in (2.3). (Uniqueness of r τ follows from the equivalence of (2.3) to a version of the problem with the strictly convex objective r 2 2 .) Moreover, φ (τ ) = −λ τ , which yields (2.9).
For completeness we note that differentiability also holds when r 2 in (P σ ) and (L τ ) is replaced with certain more general functions ρ(r); see [3, Chapter 5].
2.3.
Rationale for the gauge restriction. In Theorem 2.2 we assume that κ is a gauge function. This gives a sufficient condition for differentiability of φ and a convenient expression for the dual problem. However, as the following example shows, this assumption is not necessary for differentiability. Consider the problem minimize x,r∈R
where f : R → R + is a nonnegative convex function that vanishes at the origin and for which 0 ∈ ∂f (x) implies x = 0. Fix β > 0, and note that the solutions x τ ≥ 0, r τ = β − x τ , and φ(τ ) := r 2 = β − x τ . Because of the subdifferential assumption, the inverse mapping f −1 + (τ ) is differentiable on the same interval. There is nothing in the definition of f that restricts it to being a gauge function, and we could, for example, choose f (x) = x 2 to obtain a differentiable φ. On the other hand, it is also easy to construct a function that is not differentiable on the chosen interval, leading to a nondifferentiable φ.
3. Root finding with approximate functions and gradients. The Newton root-finding step in Algorithm 1 requires the computation of φ(τ k ) and φ (τ k ). In practice these quantities may be too expensive to compute accurately at each iteration. Instead, we wish to modify Algorithm 1 to allow for inaccurate solves of the subproblem (L τ ); this implies that the Newton iteration in step 1 is replaced by
This iteration scheme is very close to the classical inexact Newton method described by Dembo, Eisenstat, and Steihaug [22] . Their analysis characterizes the convergence properties of the approximate Newton iterations in terms of the error k in satisfying the exact Newton equation, i.e.,
Dembo et al. give a comprehensive local convergence analysis of an inexact Newton iteration predicated on the ability to control the error k so that
for some forcing sequence {γ k }. The key difficulty in applying the Dembo et al. analysis to our method is that φ(τ k ) and k are not observable-unless (L τ ) is solved exactly, in which case k = 0. In this section we describe how to generate the required bound γ k using only information from an approximate solution of (L τ ). This allows us to leverage the Dembo et al. analysis and suggests a strategy for choosing the accuracy of the subproblem solutions. A limitation of this analysis approach, however, is that it only applies to functions κ that are finite and have finite polars, thus excluding (see Assumption 3.1) some useful gauge functions considered elsewhere in the paper; a more general analysis is yet out of our reach.
Constructing function and gradient approximations.
The algorithms for solving (L τ ) that we discuss in section 4 maintain feasibility at all iterations. As a result, an approximate solutionx τ and its corresponding residualr τ :
where the second set of inequalities holds becausex τ is suboptimal and τ <τ ; see (2.8) . We use the estimatesx τ andr τ to construct dual feasible variables
cf. (2.7). The objective of the dual problem (2.2), evaluated at any feasible point, gives a lower bound on the optimal value r τ 2 . Therefore,
With the duality gap defined as
we can bound the difference between the exact and approximate objective values by
The approximate minimization of (L τ ) can then be used to construct approximations of φ and φ at τ , which we define bȳ
Care must be taken to ensure that the multiplier estimateλ τ is always well defined. In particular, even though κ
• (A T y τ ) may be finite, arbitrarily close approximations
For example, consider the following gauge function κ : R 2 → R + and its polar, illustrated in Figure 3 .1: 
Hence it can be impossible to approximate the corresponding gradient when there is a direction of recession [8, • (u), and thereforeφ τ := −λ τ , is finite for all u. These assumptions also imply the bound
where L min and L max are constants and σ min (A) and σ max (A) are the smallest and largest singular values of A.
Accuracy of the gradient.
The duality gap δ τ atx τ provides a bound on the difference between φ(τ ) andφ τ . In this section we derive a similar bound on the difference between φ (τ ) andφ τ based on the relative duality gap
note that the objective approximationφ τ = r τ 2 is used, which is an observable quantity. We first need the following bound.
Lemma 3.2. Let (x τ , r τ ) be the optimal solution for (2.3). Then
Proof. Let the feasible set of (2.3) over x be denoted by B := {x | κ(x) ≤ τ }. The range of Ax over all feasible x is given by AB, which is convex because convexity is preserved under linear maps. It follows that a unique separating hyperplane H, with normal r τ , exists between AB and the Euclidean ball of radius r τ 2 centered at b; see Figure 3 .2. This allows us to writer τ = (1 + γ)r τ + v, with r τ ⊥ v, and γ ≥ 0. From r τ 2 ≤ r τ 2 + δ τ it follows that r τ
Simplification and reordering gives
and therefore
The desired result is then obtained by taking the square root on either side, dividing by r τ , and using the definition of η τ . We use this result to derive the required bound on the difference between the exact gradient φ (τ ) and its approximation φ τ .
Lemma 3.3. If Assumption 3.1 holds,
Proof. Let c = L max σ max (A). We consider two cases. In the first, suppose that φ τ ≤ φ (τ ). With Theorem 2.2, this gives
where the second-to-last inequality follows from (3.6), and the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.2. For the second case we consider r τ 2 ≤ r τ 2 . This gives
The first inequality follows from the reverse triangle inequality. We then use (3.6) and Lemma 3.2.
Local convergence.
The main complication with having access only to an approximation of φ(τ k ) is that it may be impossible to determine if an inexact Newton step satisfies a bound such as (3.3) if φ(τ k ) is too close to σ and the current approximation is too coarse; it is necessary to refine the current approximation of φ(τ k ). However, as the following theorem asserts, if the current approximation to φ(τ k ) is sufficiently far from σ, as measured by the duality gap δ τ k , then it is in fact possible to establish a bound such as (3.3) in terms of the relative duality gap η τ k .
For this section only, define
Proof. Note that the approximate Newton step Δ k satisfies (3.1), and so by (3.2), (3.8)
which implies that |φ k − σ| < 2|φ k − σ|. Thus, using (3.8), Lemma 3.3, and the bound on |φ k | via (3.6), we obtain (3.7), as required. Theorem 3.4 is silent on the case where σ ≤φ k ≤ σ + 2δ k , and thus it implicitly provides a guide for the required accuracy of the solution of the subproblem (L τ ). In particular, the theorem implies that stopping criteria for (L τ ) should not allow approximate solutions in whichφ k and the associated duality gap δ k satisfy σ ≤ φ k ≤ σ + 2δ k . In that case, the subproblem solver should continue optimizing until a candidate solution satisfies either case (i) or case (ii) of the theorem. Note that it is always possible to satisfy these cases with a sufficiently accurate solution of (L τ ).
If the constants in (3.7) are computed, then Theorem 3.4 gives a verifiable criterion by which the inexact Newton analysis of Dembo et al. [22] holds. In particular, the right-hand side γ k of (3.7) can be made arbitrarily small by ensuring that a solver for (L τ ) always exits with solutions that satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem, and by choosing η k small. In this case, the local convergence analysis in [22, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 3.5] applies, which includes τ k → τ σ linearly for γ k < 1 and τ 0 sufficiently close to τ σ , and superlinearly as γ k → 0.
Practical aspects.
The main practical difficulty in applying root-finding with inexact solves is the possibility of reaching iterates τ k >τ for which φ (τ k ) = 0; cf. (2.8). With inexact solves this can erroneously cause τ k to keep increasing as long as φ(τ k ) > σ. This runaway behavior can be avoided by backtracking to an earlier τ k and tightening the subproblem solves.
Assumption 3.1 excludes functions κ such that κ(x) = ∞ for some x. This unfortunately excludes a useful class of functions-such as those described in section 7-from our analysis. A similar result could be obtained, however, by modifying the iterations to require η k to be sufficiently small before taking a Newton step. In particular, Lemma 3.2 guarantees that the approximationφ (τ ) will be nonzero if η k is chosen sufficiently small. This could be easily enforced in practice, as illustrated in Figure 3 .3. Whenever κ has no direction of recession, φ(0) and φ (0) are available in closed form. This implies that a natural choice for the initial value of τ is τ 0 = 0. In particular, the constraint κ(x) ≤ τ 0 = 0 implies the trivial solution
Thus, a first root-finding step can be obtained without solving (L τ ), and requires only a single matrix-vector product with A T and one evaluation of κ • .
4. Implementation. Algorithm 1 for solving (P σ ) requires the solution of a sequence of problems (L τ ). Although the method does not prescribe a particular subproblem solver, the performance of the overall approach crucially depends on the efficiency of the method used to solve the subproblems. We have implemented two different methods for doing so: the spectral projected-gradient algorithm [10] , which is implemented as part of the SPGL1 software package [5] , and the projected limitedmemory quasi-Newton approach developed in [53] . A third approach, recently proposed by Gu, Lim, and Wu [34] , applies Nesterov's accelerated proximal-gradient method [50] to the special case where κ(x) = x 1 .
The root-finding framework has been implemented in the software package SPOR. Two different approaches to solving the subproblems are included: SPOR-SPG and SPOR-PQN use the spectral projected-gradient and quasi-Newton algorithms, respectively, for the subproblems. For comparison, SPOR-SPG-H is a modified version of SPOR-SPG that implements looser subproblem stopping criteria. These algorithms are used in our numerical experiments in sections 5-8.
Each of these algorithms requires a method to compute the orthogonal projection of an iterate x k onto the feasible region, i.e., (4.1) arg min
which is parameterized by the current value of τ . The exact implementation of the projection is again irrelevant to the algorithms, as long as it can be done efficiently.
For each of the applications discussed in sections 5-9, we provide efficient algorithms for solving the projection problems that correspond to a particular function κ; each is based on solving the 1-norm projection problem
This projection can be obtained with an O(n log n) algorithm. A randomized O(n) algorithm is also available [7, 29] .
5. Weighted basis pursuit denoise. In this section we apply the root-finding framework to the weighted basis pursuit denoise problem
where W is an n × n diagonal matrix with nonnegative elements; this corresponds to (P σ ) with κ(x) = W x 1 . The most prominent use of this formulation (with σ = 0) is the reweighted 1 algorithm [18] , which, compared to basis pursuit, yields a higher probability of recovering x 0 from measurement b = Ax 0 . In the following sections we describe the required ingredients: the dual norm, and a method for projection onto the weighted 1-norm ball. Numerical experiments are given in section 5.3.
Polar function.
For the dual of the weighted norm W x 1 we use the following, more general result.
Theorem 5.1. Let κ be a gauge function, and let κ Φ (w) := κ(Φw), where the linear operator Φ is invertible. Then κ
as required. The case where κ(x) = x 1 and Φ is an invertible matrix is perhaps more typical. 
Dealing with zero weights.
Whenever W has a zero diagonal entry, the supremum in (5.2) is infinite whenever the corresponding entry in u is nonzero. As a result, the dual of (5.1), which is given by (2.2) with the constraint κ 
We can immediately see that in order for the supremum over x 2 to be finite (zero, in fact), we require A T 2 y = 0.
Care must be taken when computing the initial iterate of the root-finding method, as described in section 3.4. In particular, if zero weights are present, the solution of (L τ ) with τ = 0 does not trivially yield a solution x = 0, and in order to compute φ(0) and φ (0) it is necessary to solve the least-squares problem minimize r,x2 r 2 subject to A 2 x 2 + r = b.
Projection.
The projection onto a diagonally weighted 1-norm ball, {x | W x 1 ≤ τ }, with W = diag(w), is defined by (4.1), with κ(x) = W x 1 . It is easily seen that for each i with w i = 0, the corresponding component of the projection is given byx i . Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that w i = 0. We only need to consider the case where τ > 0. (Otherwise, the projection is trivially zero.)
We derive an efficient projection algorithm starting with the following result on the Lagrangian formulation of the projection problem.
Theorem 5.3. For fixedx, λ ≥ 0, and diagonal W ,
where the operators in the last expression are taken componentwise. Proof. For x(λ) to be a solution of the optimization problem in (5.3), we require that the subgradient of the objective contains zero. Because the objective is separable,
It can be verified that this is satisfied by setting x(λ) := sgn(x) · max{0, |x| − λ|w|}.
With this closed-form solution, we derive an algorithm for computing the Lagrange multiplier λ * of (4.1). Because x(λ) is uniquely determined by λ, any multiplier for (4.1) must satisfy W x(λ * ) 1 ≤ τ . Also, because x(λ) shrinks the magnitude of the entries in x, there must exist a smallestλ ≥ 0 such that W x(λ) 1 ≤ τ is satisfied for all λ ≥λ. Shrinkage also implies that x − x(λ) 2 is strictly increasing in λ, until x(λ) = 0. Since we want to minimize this misfit, the optimal solution will be given by λ * =λ. That is, λ * is the smallest λ satisfying f (λ) ≤ τ , where f (λ) := W x(λ) 1 . From (5.3) see that (a) f (λ) is strictly decreasing in λ, until f (λ) = 0; (b) whenever λ ≥ |x i /w i |, we have x(λ) i = 0, and we no longer need to considerx i for those values; (c) the function f (λ) is linear on intervals |x [ 
where the bracketed subscripts denote an ordering on the entries ofx and w such that
The projection algorithm proceeds by first finding the
. We then apply (5.3) with λ * to obtain x(λ * ). The resulting projection algorithm generalizes the usual 1-norm projection P τ and has the same computational complexity.
Experiments.
We now turn to the performance evaluation of the SPOR-SPG and SPOR-PQN algorithms on a series of weighted basis pursuit denoise problems (5.1). Each problem consists of a randomly generated 20j × 40j matrix A, with integer scaling factor j, and random W and b. We compare the performance against SDPT3 [61] through the CVX interface [33] . Preliminary tests show that it proves difficult to get extremely accurate solutions with either SPOR-SPG or SPOR-PQN. Therefore, to make a fair comparison with the potentially highly accurate SDPT3, we set the CVX parameter cvx precision low, which asks for a relative accuracy of 10 −4 . For all scaling factors j = 1, . . . , 25, sparsity level 4j, and σ = 0.02 · b 2 we plot the resulting runtime in Figure 5 .1(a). From this plot it is apparent that SDPT3 does not scale well with problem size. SPOR-SPG is about twice as fast as SPOR-PQN, even though it requires approximately twice as many matrix-vector products with A and A T ; see Figure 5 .1(b). However, the runtime of SPOR-PQN increases at a slightly lower rate than that of SPOR-SPG, and therefore SPOR-PQN should prove more efficient for problems where multiplication with A is computationally expensive.
Closer inspection of the numerical results (see online appendix described in section 1.5) reveals that the performance of SPOR-SPG and SPOR-PQN depends largely on σ, and whether or not b has a sparse representation x 0 . When there is no sparse representation and σ is small, SPOR-SPG and SPOR-PQN generally require much more time to complete than SDPT3, which is insensitive to the values of σ and b.
6. Group sparsity. In this section we develop the theory required to apply the root-finding framework to solve the sum-of-norms problem (1.5). This corresponds to (P σ ) with κ(X) = X 1,2 . We first study a practical application of this problem to source localization. In the signal-processing context, (1.5) is known as the multiple measurement vector (MMV) problem [6] . 6.1. Application: Source localization. When a radio telescope is aimed at a source emitting plane waves, signals reflected on the dish are all focused on the receiver in phase, thus leading to an amplified signal; see assumption, and provided the spacing between sensors is sufficiently small, the sensor output can be formulated as
where N is a matrix of random additive noise, and A(θ) is the phase shift/gain matrix with each column corresponding to a single arrival angle θ i , and the number of rows equal to the number of sensors, say m.
In the two-dimensional case, with sensor positions given by p i , i = 1, . . . , m, the complex phase shift for sensor i, relative to the origin, for angle θ j , is given by
with ı = √ −1 and wavelength λ. In the source localization problem, the angles θ, and thus the matrix A(θ), are unknown. When the number of sources is small, we can discretize the space into a set of angles ψ and find a sparse approximate solution to the linear system
A(ψ)X = B.
Assuming sources are stationary or moving slowly with respect to the observation time, we would like the nonzero entries in X (corresponding to different angles of arrival) to be restricted to a small number of rows. The approach taken by Malioutov, Ç etin, and Willsky [45] amounts exactly to the MMV problem (1.5). Note that the misfit between A(ψ)X and B in this case is due not only to the signal noise N , but also to error in the angular discretization ψ.
For a concrete example, consider an array of twenty omnidirectional sensors spaced at half the wavelength of interest. Impinging on this array are five far-field sources, located at angles 60
• , 65
• , 100.5
• , and 160
• relative to the horizon. The array records twenty samples at a signal-to-noise ratio of 10dB.
We recover the directions of arrival by discretizing the space at an angular resolution of 1
• and compare the results obtained via MMV (1.5) and BPDN (1.4) against those obtained via beamforming, Capon, and MUSIC (see [44] for more information). The resulting powers from each possible direction of arrival are shown in Figure 6 .2. The MMV formulation results are an improvement over BPDN and result in the best predictions.
For a more realistic example we next consider a three-dimensional source localization problem. Because of the added dimension, discretizing the space of all possible directions and positioning of sensors becomes somewhat harder. We want to locate the sensors within a unit circle on a two-dimensional plane, so that they are near-uniformly spread. This is conveniently done using existing circle-packing results [55] . For the discretization of arrival directions we associate with each direction a set of points p i on the unit sphere and approximately minimize the potential energy
The final result is then obtained by discarding the points in one halfspace. The discretizations obtained for 80 sensors and 100 directions are shown in Figure 6 .3, along with a signal coming from eight directions. Given a set of such signals, we then run MMV and obtain an approximate solution on the coarse grid (see Figure 6 .4(a),(e)). Because the grid is unlikely to exactly coincide with the exact directions, there is some uncertainty in the direction. This can be reduced by locally refining the grid and repeating reconstruction until the desired results it reached. This process is shown in Figure 6 .
4(b)-(d),(f)-(h).
Polar function.
The · p,q -norm defined in (1.6) is a special case of more general mixed norms. To set the stage, we partition x ∈ R n into subvectors x σi , where Proof. First we need to show that |||x||| p is indeed a norm. It is easily seen that the requirements |||x||| p ≥ 0, |||αx||| p = |α| · |||x||| p , and |||x||| p = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0 hold. For the triangle inequality we need to show that |||s + t||| p ≤ |||s||| p + |||t||| p . Applying the triangle inequality on the inner norms · pi , we have that 0 ≤ v(s + t) ≤ v(s) + v(t), componentwise. Assumption (6.1) on the outer norm · p then allows us to write
as desired. Next, to derive the dual norm we note that the dual of any norm is defined implicitly by the following equation:
For each given subvector x σi , the supremum of x T σi z σi with x σi pi ≤ 1 is given by w i (x) := x σi di . This quantity scales linearly with the bound we impose on the primal norm, i.e., under the condition x σi pi ≤ t i , the supremum becomes t i w i (x). Writing w = {w i (x)} i , we can write the supremum over the entire vector as
But this is exactly the definition of w d , as desired. Note that the requirement (6.1) on the outer primal norm · p is essential in deriving the triangle inequality, but does not hold for all norms. For example, the norm x := Φx 2 , with any nondiagonal, invertible matrix Φ, does not satisfy the requirement. The requirement is satisfied, however, for the vector p-norm, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
By repeated application of the above theorem we can derive the dual of arbitrarily nested norms. For example, the function x (1) 2 + max{ x (2) 1 , x (3) 2 } applied to a vector consisting of x (1) , x (2) , x (3) is a norm whose dual is given by max{ x (1) 2 , x (2) ∞ + x (3) 2 }. Likewise, by vectorizing X and imposing appropriate groups, we can use Theorem 6.1 to obtain the dual of X p,q . 
is the 1-norm projection of v. Proof. We first treat the special case where v i = 0. The projection for these groups is trivially given by x (i) = c (i) = 0, thus allowing us to exclude these groups. Next, rewrite (6.2) as (6.3) minimize
subject to
Fixing u = u * makes the problem separable, reducing the problem for each i to minimize
For u i = 0 this immediately gives x (i) = 0. Otherwise the first-order optimality conditions on x require that the gradient of the Lagrangian,
= u i (which also holds for u i = 0). Using the definition v i = c (i) 2 and the fact that x (i) = γ i c (i) , we can rewrite each term of the objective of (6.2) as 
Finally, substituting c
This proof can be extended to deal with weighted group projection. In that case the problem reduces to projection onto the weighted 1-norm ball.
Experiments.
With the results from sections 6.2 and 6.3 we can implement the root-finding algorithm for the MMV problem. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, and to see how the number of observations, the sparsity, and the noise level affect the performance, we apply the algorithm to a series of random test problems of the form B = AX 0 + N . The dimension of matrices A is fixed at 50 × 200, while the number of columns k in X 0 , B, and N is varied from 1 to 20. The random Gaussian noise matrix N is scaled to have a Frobenius norm equal to σ. For easy comparison of the relative noise level we normalize X 0 such that AX 0 F = 1. The number of nonzero rows in X 0 is either s = 5 or s = 20, and the noise levels are chosen according to σ = (i − 1)/15) 3 with i = 1, . . . , 15. The results in Figure 6 .5 show the performance in terms of runtime for SDPT3, SPOR-SPG, and SPOR-PQN. Plots (a) and (c) show that the runtime of SDPT3 is essentially unaffected by the sparsity level of the original X 0 or the choice of misfit level σ. The runtime does go up rapidly as the number of observation vectors, k, increases. The runtime for SPOR, on the other hand, is sensitive mostly to the sparsity in the solution and the desired level of misfit. Overall, SPOR-SPG outperforms SPOR-PQN by a factor 5 to 10. Compared to SDPT3, SPOR-SPG is preferable when the solution is expected to be sparse (the case we are most interested in), when k is large, or when the desired misfit is not too small.
7.
Sign-constrained basis pursuit. In this section we consider sign-restricted basis pursuit denoise. Without loss of generality, we consider the nonnegative formulation (7.1) minimize which is equivalent to (P σ ) with
More general sign restrictions on x can be easily accommodated by redefining A. The use of sign information as a prior can greatly help with the recovery of sparse signals, as shown by Donoho and Tanner [26, 27] for nonnegative basis pursuit (BP). Indeed, Figure 7 .1 shows that nonnegative BP clearly outperforms general BP in the fraction of randomly chosen sparse x 0 that can be recovered from b = Ax 0 . We next describe a problem in analytical chemistry that can conveniently be expressed as a nonnegative BP problem.
Application: Mass spectrometry.
Mass spectrometry is a powerful method used to identify the chemical composition of a material sample. There exist several different approaches, but we restrict ourselves here to electron ionization mass spectrometry in which analyte molecules are ionized using high-energy electrons. Such ionization is often followed by fragmentation of the molecule with bonds breaking and forming in a manner characteristic of the molecule. Mass spectrometers register the relative abundance of ions for a range of mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios, which can be used to deduce the chemical makeup of the compound [47, 54] . Once analyzed, the mass spectrum can be used as a signature to recognize the corresponding compound.
As an example, consider the mass spectrum of propane (C 3 H 8 ), illustrated in Figure 7 .2. The molecular ion generally has a mass of 44 u (unified atomic mass units) consisting of three 12 C atoms and eight 1 H atoms (the small peak at 45 m/z is due to the presence of 13 C isotopes). The peaks directly preceding 44 m/z are ions with increasingly many hydrogen atoms missing. The most intense peak at 29 m/z corresponds to ethyl (C 2 H 5 + ) ions, which is again preceded by ions with fewer hydrogen atoms. Finally, there are the peaks around the methyl (CH 3 + ) ion at 15 m/z.
When analyzing mixtures, the components contribute independently to the measured spectrum. (In practice, mixtures are separated using one of several types of chromatograph before introduction into the mass spectrometer.) In the case of electron ionization, this superposition is linear [47] and the spectrum can be written as a nonnegative combination of the individual spectra. When presented with a mixed mass spectrum b we can identify the components by forming a dictionary of spectra A from possible substances and finding a sparse nonnegative solution x satisfying Ax ≈ b. This can be formulated as (7.1). Du and Angeletti [28] recently proposed a similar formulation.
To evaluate the approach we create a dictionary A containing the mass spectra of 438 compounds obtained from the NIST Chemistry WebBook [49] . Each spectrum is normalized and expanded to contain the intensities for 82 m/z values. The spectrum b of a synthetic mixture is created by adding the spectra of twelve compounds with randomly selected ratios; see Figures 7.3(a)-(d) . We then solve (7.1) with appropriate σ and repeat the experiment with additive noise. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 7 .3(e).
Polar function.
We impose sign restrictions on x by extending κ to be an extended real function with infinite values for all x violating the desired sign pattern. In this section we show how this affects the root-finding approach.
Theorem 7.1. Let C be the intersection of (half )spaces S i , i = 1, . . . , n, with
Further, let x p be any norm that is invariant under sign changes in x, and let 
Proof. Define u = P C (x) and let v = x − u. By definition of the polar we have
By construction of C we have that for any x ∈ C one of the following three holds: T v = 0. Moreover, because the signs of w i and u i are such that w i u i ≥ 0, we can drop the restriction that w ∈ C. These two observations allow us to write
Sign invariance is clearly satisfied for all p-norms, and hence is also satisfied for all nested norms based on them. In the latter case, the outer norms do not need to satisfy invariance under sign changes. It is therefore possible, for example, to impose independent sign restrictions on the real or imaginary parts of complex-valued vectors.
Projection.
Projection onto the set {x | κ(x) ≤ τ }, with κ as defined in (7.2) , is done in two steps. First we compute the orthogonal projection of x onto C, which is done by setting x i = 0 whenever x i e i ∈ S i . Next, we take the resulting u = P C (x) and project it onto the set {u | u p ≤ τ } to obtain the final solution.
Experiments.
We apply the nonnegative basis pursuit denoise framework on a set of randomly restricted discrete cosine transformation (DCT) operators with noise scaled to ν Ax 0 2 , and σ set close to r 2 . In most cases we underestimate σ, which makes the problem harder to solve for SPOR. The parameters for the different problems in the test set, including the noisy mass spectrometry setting described in section 7.1, are given in Table 7 .1.
Unfortunately, there are not many solvers that are specific for the nonnegative basis pursuit problem. Although in principle it should be possible to modify, e.g., GPSR [32] to forgo variable splitting and work directly with the nonnegative part only, no such attempt has been made. As a result, this leaves us with CVX/SDPT3 [33, 61] for smaller problems, and FISTA [1] for the penalized formulation. From the runtime and number of matrix-vector products reported in Table 7 .2, it is apparent that both SPOR and FISTA require more effort to solve problems where the number of nonzero entries in x 0 is large compared to the length of b. The hardest among these problems is nonnegn02, which has few measurements per nonzero entry in x 0 . Comparing nonnegn04 to nonnegn06 shows, as expected, that an increased σ makes the problem easier to solve. Likewise, nonnegn03 is solved faster and more accurately than nonnegn02 because of the larger number of measurements. Finally, note that CVX/SDPT3 does well on the mass spectrometry problem.
Nuclear-norm minimization.
The matrix completion problem is a special case of the low-rank matrix recovery problem
where A : R m×n → R k is a linear operator; see (1.3) . This rank-minimization problem is generally intractable; Fazel [31] and Recht, Fazel, and Parrilo [51] suggest the convex relaxation (1.7), which minimizes the sum of singular values.
Conditions for exact recovery of X 0 from b := AX 0 using (1.7) with σ = 0 were recently studied by Recht et al. [51] , who leverage the restricted isometry technique developed for exact vector recovery using the 1-norm. They derive necessary and sufficient conditions for recovery and use them to compute recovery bounds for linear operators A whose matrix representation has independent random Gaussian entries.
Choosing A in (1.7) to be an operator that restricts elements of a matrix to the set Ω gives the nuclear-norm formulation for noisy matrix completion:
Conditions for exact recovery, with σ = 0, were studied by Candès and Recht [15] and Candès and Tao [17] . Candès and Plan [14] considered the noisy case, with σ > 0.
Application: Distance matrix completion.
As an illustration of nuclear norm minimization for matrix completion, consider the following scenario; see also [15, 51] .
T (x i − x j ) for a limited number of pairs (i, j) ∈ Ω, we want to determine the distance between any pair of sensors. That is, we want to find the Euclidean (squared) distance matrix D given by
where e denotes the vector of all ones, and each v i := x i 2 . Because D is a low-rank matrix (it has rank at most d + 2), we can try to apply (1.7) to recover D from D Ω .
Polar function.
The polar (i.e., the dual) of the nuclear norm X n is well known to be given by the operator norm X 2 = σ max (X). 
Experiments.
A number of solvers for matrix completion based on nuclearnorm minimization have been recently introduced. Ma, Goldfarb, and Chen [43] propose FPCA, which combines approximate SVD with fixed-point iterations to solve a penalized formulation of (1.7); Cai, Candés, and Shen [11] derive a singular value softthresholding algorithm, called SVT, for solving a slight relaxation to the exact matrix completion problem (1.7). Two more solvers were proposed by Toh and Yun [59] and Liu, Sun, and Toh [41] , but their implementations are not yet publicly available.
Our first set of experiments is for matrix completion without noise, i.e., (8.1) with σ = 0. Both FPCA and SVT approximate the solution to this problem by choosing a small penalty parameter in their respective formulations. From Table 8 .2 we see that SVT reaches its default maximum number of 500 iterations on problems nucnorm02, nucnorm04, and nucnorm05. Despite the fact that SVT computes fewer SVDs, it is still slower and less accurate than FPCA. The reason for this difference lies predominantly in the way the SVDs are computed. Note that SVT is designed for large-scale problems, and hence the results reported here may not show its true potential. FPCA does well on the first two problems, but less so on nucnorm05. This is most likely due to the fixed value of the penalty parameter, which here also leads to a higher misfit and objective. CVX/SDPT3 does not scale well with the problem size and, as noted in [41] , is not designed for matrices with more than 100 rows and columns. Similarly, as a consequence of the way projection is currently implemented, SPOR-SPG and SPOR-PQN do not scale very well either, mainly because they compute the full SVD for each projection step, whereas in principle only a few singular values are required. Interestingly, SPOR-SPG is more accurate, and nearly twice as fast as SPOR-SPG-H on nucnorm02 and nucnorm05. For the noisy problem instances, shown in Table 8 .3, SPOR-SPG takes about twice as long as SPOR-SPG-H, but does obtain substantially more accurate solutions. FISTA also has a good performance, but does not scale well because, as with SPOR, we compute the full SVD. Finally, SPOR-PQN is not very well suited to the nuclear- norm minimization problem because it requires many projection iterations, which are expensive in this context.
9.
Sparse and low-rank matrix decomposition. Chandrasekaran et al. [20] and Candès et al. [13] consider the problem of decomposing a matrix C as C = A + B, where A is sparse and B is low-rank. This can be accomplished by solving The final projection is obtained by setting X = mat(x) and Y = U diag(s)V T .
Future work.
The root-finding algorithm that we propose is able to solve a wide variety of sparse recovery problems and is one of the few solvers that can handle an explicit least-squares misfit constraint.
The overall performance of the algorithm ultimately depends on being able to efficiently minimize a linear least-squares problem over a convex set. The two subproblem solvers that we have experimented with have proven adequate on an interesting range of problems, but further improvement may be possible.
